E-cadherin Interactions Regulate β-Cell Proliferation in Islet-like Structures
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Abstract
Islet function is dependent on cells within the islet interacting with each other. E-cadherin (ECAD) mediates Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent homophilic cell adhesion between b-cells within islets and has been identified as a tumour suppressor. We generated clones of the MIN6 β-cell line that stably over- (S) and under-express (αS) ECAD. Modified expression of ECAD was confirmed by quantitative RT-PCR, immunoblotting and immunocytochemistry. Preproinsulin mRNA, insulin content and basal rates of insulin secretion were higher in S cells compared to αS and control (V) cells. However, stimulated insulin secretory responses were unaffected by ECAD expression levels. ECAD expression did affect proliferation, with enhanced ECAD expression being associated with reduced proliferation and vice versa. Formation of islet-like structures was associated with a significant reduction in proliferation of V and S cells but not αS cells. These data suggest that ECAD expression levels do not modulate insulin secretory function but are consistent with a role for ECAD in the regulation of β-cell proliferation.

Introduction
E-cadherin (ECAD) is the principal adhesion molecule found in islets of Langerhans where it is believed to play a critical role in regulating islet architecture, as demonstrated by studies showing that disruption of ECAD contacts perturbs islet architecture and affects insulin secretory function [1, 2]. We have previously shown that the insulin-secreting MIN6 cell line forms islet-like structures (termed ‘pseudoislets’) whose formation is dependent on the expression of ECAD and results in an upregulation of the adhesion molecule and its associated catenin elements [3, 4]. Pseudoislet formation is also associated with enhanced insulin secretory responses to both nutrient and non-nutrient stimuli which is lost upon dispersal of the islet structure [5, 6], suggesting that the gain of function is dependent on the cells being in close contact with each other, and implicating ECAD in modulating insulin secretion.
ECAD is a member of the type 1 classical cadherin family which mediates Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-dependent cell adhesion in epithelial cells [7]. It is a 120kDa transmembrane protein composed of a highly conserved cytoplasmic domain, a single pass transmembrane domain and five extracellular cadherin-motif subdomains (C1-C5). ECAD molecules form calcium-dependent homophilic interactions through their extracellular domain, and their cytoplasmic domains interact with proteins capable of linking the cadherin molecules to the actin cytoskeleton and cell signalling pathways, including β-catenin or γ-catenin (plakoglobin).

Loss of ECAD expression or function is associated with enhanced cell invasiveness in vitro [8-10], or tumour progression in vivo [11, 12], suggesting that ECAD may modulate cell proliferation. ECAD engagement influences several intracellular signalling pathways that are involved in the regulation of proliferation, including the Wnt pathway, receptor tyrosine kinases, and Rho GTPase signalling [13]. Thus, β-catenin, in addition to localising to the cell surface and mediating cell adhesion, is also located in the cytoplasm and nucleus where it can function as a mediator of the Wnt signal transduction pathway and thereby play a crucial role in regulating proliferation during development by functioning as a transcriptional co-activator of the TCF/LeF-1 transcription factors and regulating the expression of genes including c-myc [14] and cyclin D1 [15, 16]. In addition, it has been shown that ECAD engagement can promote growth arrest by increasing the expression of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors, such as p27\textsuperscript{Kip1}, inducing the dephosphorylation of retinoblastoma protein and reducing cyclin D1 levels [17]. More recently it has been shown that cadherin-mediated adhesion can trigger intracellular signalling events including activation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases (PI3-kinases) and the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK)/mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway [18, 19].

Current evidence suggests multiple functions for ECAD in pancreatic β-cells. In addition to its role as a cell adhesion molecule in maintaining islet structure [1, 3], and a suggested role in the regulation of insulin secretion [2, 3, 5], we have recently demonstrated that the formation of islet-like structures by insulin-secreting cells induced the up-regulation of the expression of the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs), p21\textsuperscript{Cip1} and p27\textsuperscript{Kip1}, consistent with increased ECAD-mediated cell-cell contact inducing anti-proliferative signals in the cells [20]. The aim of the present study was therefore to over- and under-express ECAD in insulin-secreting cells to determine to what extent ECAD expression influences β-cell proliferative and secretory function.

**Materials and Methods**

MIN6 cells were obtained from Dr. Y. Oka and J.-I. Miyazaki (Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan). An E-cadherin expression vector, pEM2, was a kind gift from Dr. M. Takeichi (Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan). DMEM, glutamine, penicillin-streptomycin, gelatin (from bovine skin), PBS, foetal bovine serum, trypsin-EDTA and phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) were from Sigma-Aldrich (Poole, Dorset, U.K.). G418 was obtained from Merck Biosciences (Nottingham, U.K.). RNase-free mini mRNA extraction kit was obtained from Qiagen (Crawley, West Sussex, U.K.). Restriction endonucleases were obtained from Promega (Madison, WI), and pcDNA3.1 was from Stratagene Europe (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). PCR primers were prepared in-house (Molecular Biology Unit, King’s College London), and real-time quantitative PCR was performed using a LightCycler rapid thermal cycler system from Roche Diagnostics (Lewes, Sussex, U.K.). Polyacrylamide gels (10%), molecular mass markers, sample buffer, and PAGE buffers were from Invitrogen (Paisley, U.K.). Mouse monoclonal IgG2a ECAD antibody (clone 36) and mouse monoclonal IgG1 β-catenin antibody were from BD Biosciences-Pharmingen (Oxford, U.K.). Mouse monoclonal IgG1 α-catenin antibody and mouse monoclonal IgG2b p21 antibody were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Mouse monoclonal IgG1α p27 antibody was from Merck Biosciences (Nottingham, UK). Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG was from Pierce Biotechnology (Rockford, IL) and the Alexa Fluor peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibody was from Invitrogen (Paisley, U.K.). The enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) detection system and Hyperfilm were from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech International (Buckinghamshire, U.K.). The colorimetric cell proliferation ELISA assay (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) was used in this study to quantify cell proliferation.

**Vector construction, transfection of MIN6 cells, and selection of clones**

The ECAD coding sequence was excised from the pEM2 vector by a partial EcoRI digest to yield a 3.1kb fragment which was gel purified and ligated into pcDNA3.1 that had been cut with HindIII and XbaI to enable the ECAD insert to be directionally cloned into the expression vector. The DNA was prepared for transfection by banding plasmid preparations on CsCl according to standard methods [21]. MIN6 cells, grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100µg/ml streptomycin, and 2mM glutamine, were electroporated (2kV/cm, 3µF) with Pvu1-linearised ECAD sense or antisense vector (‘S’ and ‘A’S’, respectively), or with linearised pcDNA3.1 to which ECAD cDNA had not been ligated (empty vector, ‘V’). Neo-resistant transfected cells were selected by growth in medium supplemented with 0.8mg/ml G418. Colonies of resistant MIN6 cells were expanded for analysis and functional studies.
**Cell culture and pseudoislet formation**

MIN6 cells were maintained at 37°C/5% CO₂ in DMEM supplemented with FBS, penicillin/streptomycin, glutamine and G418, as described above. The medium was changed every 3 days and the monolayers were passaged or used for experiments when 70% confluent. MIN6 pseudoislets were generated by culturing MIN6 cells for 7 days on tissue culture flasks that had been precoated with gelatin, as described previously [22].

**Insulin secretion**

Basal rates of insulin secretion were assessed by static incubation, where groups of 50,000 cells were incubated for 1h in the presence of a physiological salt solution supplemented with 2 mM glucose and insulin secretion was measured by radioimmunoassay, as described. Dynamic insulin release was assessed using a multichamber perfusion system at 37°C in a temperature-controlled environment. Basal secretion was assessed by perfusing age- and passage-matched pseudoislets with 2 mM glucose, insulin secretion was stimulated by the addition of 20 mM glucose and then further enhanced by the addition of PMA to the perfusate. Samples were collected at 2-minute intervals and insulin secretion was measured by radioimmunoassay [24].

**E-cadherin and preproinsulin mRNA expression**

Messenger RNA was isolated from control and ECAD over- and under-expressing MIN6 cells using the RNeasy Mini Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions, mRNA was quantified using a Nanodrop spectrometer (NanoDrop, Rockland, ME) and cDNA was synthesised as described [25]. Mouse ECAD forward and reverse PCR primers were as follows: forward, 5'-CGT GAT GAA GGT CTC AGC C-3'; reverse, 5'-ATG GGG GCT TCA TTC AC-3' (amplifies a fragment of 616bp). Forward and reverse actin PCR primers were as follows: forward: 5'-ACG GCC AAG TCA TCA CTA TTG-3'; reverse: 5'-AGC CAC CGA TCC ACA CAG A-3', the predicted size of the actin PCR product was 300bp. ECAD standards ranging from 10 copies to 10⁶ copies DNA were prepared as described [26]. Real-time PCR amplification was performed using a LightCycler rapid thermal cycler system. Reactions were performed in a 10µl volume containing nucleotides, Taq DNA polymerase, and buffer (all included in the LightCycler FastStart Reaction Mix SYBR Green I); template cDNA; 1.5 mM MgCl₂ and 0.5 µM primers. All PCR protocols included an initial 10 min denaturation step and each cycle subsequently included a 95°C denaturation for 0s, annealing for 10s at 58°C (actin) or 56°C (ECAD), and a 72°C extension phase for 14s (actin) or 25s (ECAD). Fluorescence measurements were taken at 83°C (actin) or 85°C (ECAD) for 3s to eliminate fluorescence from primer-dimer formation. The amplification products of both primer pairs were subjected to melting point analyses and subsequent gel electrophoresis to ensure specificity of amplification.

**Western blotting**

Monolayer MIN6 cells were detached with 0.02% EDTA solution to avoid proteolytic degradation of cell surface proteins. Extracts of G418-resistant β-cell clones were prepared by sonication in a lysis buffer [27], and total protein content was determined by the Bradford method [28] using bovine serum albumin as standard. Equivalent amounts of total protein from each sample were separated by gel electrophoresis on NuPAGE gels and the resolved proteins were electrotransferred onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes [29]. Membranes were probed with the appropriate primary (0.1 µg/ml -1.0 µg/ml) and secondary HRP-conjugated antibodies. Antibody binding was visualised using an ECL system, and quantified by densitometric scanning of developed film using a SynGene Bio imaging system.

**Immunofluorescence**

MIN6 cells were seeded onto APES-coated coverslips and cultured for 3-5 days. Immunofluorescent detection of protein expression was performed after fixing the cells using 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde. Cells were incubated overnight at 4°C with a monoclonal anti-ECAD mouse primary antibody (1:250 dilution) in 5% milk (in PBS/0.1% triton) followed by an Alexa Fluor conjugated secondary antibody (1:200 dilution in PBS / 0.3% triton) at RT. Immunofluorescence was visualised under a fluorescent microscope.

**Cell Proliferation**

DNA synthesis as a marker of cell proliferation was assessed by measuring the incorporation of 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridin (BrdU) using a commercially available kit, essentially according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Empty vector, over- and under-expressing MIN6 cells were seeded into 96-well microtitre plates at a density of 20,000 cells/well, and left to adhere overnight at 37°C/5% CO₂, and the cells were then processed as described previously [30]. Where proliferation was compared between monolayer and pseudoislet populations, the method was followed as previously described [31]. BrdU incorporation was expressed as absorbance units per 2x10⁶ cells after correction for cell-free blanks.

**Results**

**Experimental manipulation of ECAD expression in MIN6 cells**

The transfection and clonal selection of MIN6 cells generated populations of cells with modifications in the expression of ECAD. Initial screening of 7 separate clones using real-time quantitative PCR measurements of ECAD mRNA normalised against β-actin mRNA enabled the selection of individual clones. Analysis of the selected clones revealed greatly increased expression of ECAD mRNA in transfectants harbouring the ECAD expression vector (S), compared to those transfected with vector alone (V) (S, 317±91% increase over V; p<0.05, (Figure 1). Conversely, cells transfected with the vector in the antisense orientation (αS), showed significantly reduced expression of ECAD mRNA (αS, 52±13% content of V; p<0.05). These changes in mRNA were
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reflected by changes in the levels of immunoreactive ECAD protein, as shown in Figure 2A. Immunoblotting measurements demonstrated increased ECAD expression in S transfectants compared to protein-matched samples prepared from V control cells (Figure 2A, upper panel). Densitometric analysis of immunoblots of submaximal amounts S cell extract (Figure 2A upper panel, lanes 3,4) demonstrated a 249% increase in ECAD protein content, consistent with the approximately 3-fold increase in ECAD mRNA expression (Figure 1). Similarly, analysis of ECAD immunoblots using extracts of αS cells showed a 63% reduction in ECAD protein content, consistent with the approximately 50% reduction in ECAD mRNA expression in these cells. Concomitant changes in the expression of β-catenin were not detected (S cells, 108% control; αS cells, 137% control, Figure 2B), although α-catenin expression was downregulated in under-expressing transfectants compared to their protein-matched control and S counterparts (S cells, 92% control; αS cells 39% control, Figure 2C). Similar results were obtained when ECAD immunoreactivity was assessed by immunocytochemistry, as shown in Figure 3. Thus ECAD immunofluorescence was detectable at low levels in control (V) cells, whereas the ECAD over-expressing (S) cells demonstrated a greatly-enhanced fluorescent signal which was principally localised around the periphery of cells within the clusters. Neither over-expression nor under-expression of ECAD was associated with any detectable changes in cell morphology as assessed by light microscopy when the cells were maintained as monolayer cultures on tissue culture plastic. All three cell types formed islet-like structures (pseudoislets) when maintained in culture on a gelatin substrate and there were no detectable differences in the rate of pseudoislet formation. Pseudoislets formed
Fig. 3. ECAD expression and pseudoislet formation: The figure shows fluorescence immunocytochemical staining for ECAD expression in clusters of monolayer MIN6 cells grown on tissue culture plastic. Low levels of ECAD immunoreactivity were detected in control (V) cells (left panel), but there were much more pronounced levels of ECAD expression in S cells (right panel), with ECAD immunoreactivity being localised around the periphery of the cells forming the clusters. Bars show 50µm scale.

Fig. 4. ECAD expression and proliferation in MIN6 monolayer cells: [A] Expression of the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27Kip1 expression was downregulated in αS cell lysates compared to protein-matched (20µg) V and S cell lysates. [B] ECAD over-expressing S cells showed a reduced rate of cell proliferation as assessed by BrdU incorporation when compared to control V cells. BrdU incorporation is expressed as absorbance units per 2x10⁴ cells after correction for cell-free blanks (points show means ±SEM, n=10, *** p<0.0001). [C] In contrast, ECAD under-expressing αS cells showed a significantly increased rate of cell proliferation as assessed by BrdU incorporation when compared to control V cells (points show means ±SEM, n=12, *** p<0.0001).

from S cells consistently appeared to be more compact and dense, and had a notably smoother outer surface when compared to pseudoislets formed from control V cells. Pseudoislets formed from ECAD under-expressing αS cells tended to have a more diffuse appearance. Pseudoislets formed from control MIN6 cells do not show detectable levels of central necrosis within 7 to 9 days [4], and this was not affected by the over- or under-expression of ECAD.

Effects of ECAD expression on insulin expression and secretion

Levels of (pre)proinsulin (PPI) mRNA were increased by 70% in ECAD-overexpressing S cells, and reduced by 14% in αS cells, compared to V cells. Furthermore, S cells contained significantly higher levels of immunoreactive insulin than V cells (V, 0.11 ±0.05 pg/cell; S, 0.19 ±0.03; αS 0.09 ±0.03, n=4, P<0.05 S vs V). In accordance with the differences in insulin content, ECAD-overexpressing cells demonstrated higher basal (2mM glucose) rates of insulin secretion than either control (V) cells or ECAD under-expressing (αS) cells (V, 50±5 fg/cell/h, mean±SEM, n=9; S, 120±16, αS, 70±5, p<0.05 S vs V). However, when expressed relative to
ECAD expression and proliferation in MIN6 pseudoislets: Configuring control MIN6 cells (V) or ECAD over-expressing cells (S) as pseudoislets caused a marked reduction in proliferation, as assessed by BrdU incorporation. In contrast, forming pseudoislets from αS cells had no detectable effect on the rate of cell proliferation. To allow direct comparison of BrdU incorporation into pseudoislet cells between the three populations of transfectants, results are expressed as a percentage of incorporation into the appropriate cell type when configured as monolayers. Bars show means ±SEM, n=11, ***p<0.0001).

Discussion

Primary islets of Langerhans are complex functional units which play a crucial role in regulating glucose homeostasis and their function is known to be dependent on the islet cells being in close contact with each other: islet dispersal results in poor secretory responsiveness which can be restored upon reaggregation of the islet cells [33-35]. ECAD is the principal adhesion molecule found in the insulin-secreting islet β-cells and in addition to mediating cell adhesion, it is now also recognised as playing a role in regulating signal transduction events [36-39]. Here we have shown that following stable transfection of insulin-secreting MIN6 cells with ECAD sense or antisense expression vectors, ECAD was over-expressed both at the mRNA and protein level in MIN6 cells harbouring the ECAD sense expression vector, while mRNA and protein expression were downregulated in cells transfected with the ECAD antisense expression vector, and maintenance of the altered phenotypes was confirmed by assessing mRNA and protein expression for over a year post-transfection. When the transfectant cells were induced to form islet-like structures, their morphology was consistent with the levels of ECAD expression, with S pseudoislets showing a more compacted morphology compared to their V and αS counterparts.

Numerous studies have demonstrated that cell-cell communication within islets is required for normal insulin secretory responses, and our studies using MIN6 cells configured as islet-like structures [3-5] suggest that
homotypic interactions between β-cells are an important part of this process. However, the role of ECAD in the maintenance of insulin secretion is uncertain. Transgenic mice carrying β-cell targeted mutations in hepatocyte nuclear factor 1α (HNF1α) showed reduced expression of ECAD in β-cells and impaired glucose-induced insulin secretion in vivo [2], consistent with an involvement of ECAD in the regulation of insulin secretion. Furthermore, disrupting islet ECAD function in vitro with an anti-ECAD antibody attenuated glucose-induced elevations in β-cell cytosolic Ca\(^{2+}\) ([Ca\(^{2+}\)]) and insulin secretion [2], suggesting a causal link between ECAD expression and secretory function. However, exposing primary islets [2] or pseudoislets [3] to anti-ECAD antibodies also resulted in a disruption of islet structure, with a gradual dispersal of the compact islet anatomy accompanied by the release of cells and cell clusters from the islet structure, so it is difficult to distinguish between direct effects of ECAD blockade on the secretory process and indirect effects secondary to the loss of islet architecture. Our previous demonstration that a similar disruption of pseudoislet structure by methods unrelated to ECAD function generated a very similar phenotype, with marked reductions in glucose-induced elevations in [Ca\(^{2+}\)] [40] and insulin secretion [5], suggest that the disruption of islet architecture may be the more important mechanism. Similarly, clonal selection of MIN6 cells that respond well to secretory stimuli revealed elevated (3-4 fold) levels of ECAD expression [41]. However, the enhanced secretory responses were dependent on cell density, suggesting that the ECAD was acting indirectly to increase cell-cell aggregation and thus increase insulin secretion, rather than having a direct effect on the secretory capacity of individual cells. The results of the present study, using direct manipulation of ECAD expression, do not support an important role for ECAD in the regulation of insulin secretion. Thus, ECAD overexpression caused a significant increase in insulin content in S MIN6 cells and this was consistent with their significantly higher basal rates of insulin secretion, perhaps suggesting that ECAD overexpression affected the capacity of the cells to store insulin, consistent with ECAD being associated with a fully differentiated phenotype [42]. However, the raised insulin content did not affect the capacity of S cells to respond to nutrient and non-nutrient stimuli with enhanced insulin secretion. When insulin secretion was expressed relative to the appropriate basal levels of secretion, S cells showed secretory profiles that were not significantly different from those obtained with control or αS cells. These results are in accordance with a previous study using MIN6 cells in which down-regulation of the gap-junction protein connexin 36 (Cx36) resulted in the attenuation of insulin secretory responses and a loss of ECAD expression [43]. The subsequent over-expression of Cx36 in these cells rescued the insulin secretory responses, whereas normalisation of ECAD expression alone did not affect insulin secretion [44]. Therefore, observations made using different experimental approaches are consistent in suggesting that β-cell ECAD does not play an important role in modulating insulin secretory function.

In contrast, our measurements of DNA synthesis and the expression of cell-cycle regulators support an important role for ECAD in β-cell proliferation. ECAD expression is frequently lost in human epithelial cancers and has therefore been identified as a tumour suppressor [45-47]. In accordance with this, loss of ECAD expression in β-cell tumours in vivo is associated with tumour progression and metastases [10], while the islet hyperplasia induced by the β-cell-targeted deletion of the Men1 tumour-suppressing gene is accompanied by reduced expression of ECAD [48]. Here we show that underexpressing ECAD resulted in reduced levels of the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27\(^{kip1}\), which is involved in G1 phase arrest. Furthermore, direct measurements of proliferation by assessing the rate of BrdU incorporation demonstrated that S MIN6 cells were less proliferative than the V controls, while the αS cells proliferated at a faster rate than controls, suggesting that the level of ECAD expression may indeed affect the proliferative capacity of the cells. The increased insulin content detected in the S cells is consistent with increased differentiation as a consequence of reduced proliferation, as has been reported previously using the βTC-tet cell line in which suppression of βTC cell proliferation resulted in increased insulin content [49].

Previously, we have shown that configuring MIN6 cells as pseudoislets resulted in increased E-cadherin expression along with an upregulation of both β- and α-catenin [50], suggesting that upon pseudoislet formation the cells are induced to upregulate all components of the adhesion complex to account for the increased level of adhesion required in a three-dimensional configuration. The changes in ECAD and catenin expression were associated with changes in proliferative markers, such as p21\(^{cip1}\) and p27\(^{kip1}\), consistent with the generation of anti-proliferative signals [51]. The present results support a role for ECAD in the regulation of β-cell proliferation in response to direct cell-cell contact. When V and S transfectants were configured as pseudoislets their
proliferation rates were significantly reduced compared to the rates observed with their equivalent monolayer cells. In contrast, αS cells and pseudoislets proliferated at the same rate indicating that the mechanism by which MIN6 cells suppress proliferation in the pseudoislet conformation is lost when ECAD is under-expressed in MIN6 cells. Although MIN6 cells are an SV40 TAg transformed cell line in which the cell cycle is deregulated, our results and others using this cell line [52, 53] demonstrate that a proportion of their proliferation is still regulatable. Thus, the changes in expression of proliferative markers and BrdU incorporation suggest that antiproliferative signals generated by homotypic ECAD interactions may play an important role in regulating β-cell proliferation. The regulation of β-cell proliferation by ECAD interactions is consistent with our previous findings of enhanced rate of apoptosis in pseudoislets as a mechanism of maintaining pseudoislet size [54]. In the pseudoislet configuration the close contact between cells will enhance ECAD-mediated interactions, whereas these interactions will be reduced or absent when cells are maintained in the monolayer configuration.

One intracellular mechanism through which ECAD may regulate proliferation is via β-catenin. This is a multifunctional protein which, in addition to mediating cell adhesion with ECAD, can also play an important role in regulating β-cell proliferation. The regulation of β-cell proliferation by ECAD interactions is consistent with our previous findings of enhanced rate of apoptosis in pseudoislets as a mechanism of maintaining pseudoislet size [54]. In the pseudoislet configuration the close contact between cells will enhance ECAD-mediated interactions, whereas these interactions will be reduced or absent when cells are maintained in the monolayer configuration.

The β-catenin–LEF-1/TCF signalling pathway may regulate proliferation is via β-catenin. This is a multifunctional protein which, in addition to mediating cell adhesion with ECAD, can also play an important role in regulating β-cell proliferation. The regulation of β-cell proliferation by ECAD interactions is consistent with our previous findings of enhanced rate of apoptosis in pseudoislets as a mechanism of maintaining pseudoislet size [54]. In the pseudoislet configuration the close contact between cells will enhance ECAD-mediated interactions, whereas these interactions will be reduced or absent when cells are maintained in the monolayer configuration.
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